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MEMORIAL TO SIR JULIAN HUXLEY 
(1887-1975) 
Born in a generation which was interested in wildlife chiefly from the angles of hunting and collecting, 
Julian Huxley became a pioneer of environmental conservation. During his years as Director General of 
UNESCO he promoted the launching of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and later the 
World Wildlife Fund. 
His influential book, Evolution, the Modem Synthesis, made him the natural choice as the principal 
speaker at the International Zoological Congress, held in 1958 to celebrate the centenary of the 
publication of the papers of Darwin and Wallace on evolution by natural selection. The Congress voted a 
resolution urging the conservation of the Galapagos Archipelago and set up a Galapagos Committee of 
which Sir Julian became Chairman. 
Twenty years earlier he had served as chairman of the London Committee for the Galapagos, but 
conservation had little appeal in those days and nothing had been achieved when war came in 1939. In 
1959 he joined the organising committee of the Charles Darwin Foundation and became its Honorary 
President. 
It is now hoped to commemorate his remarkable achievements by establishing a "Julian Huxley Research 
Fellowship" in the biological and human sciences, open to men and women from any country. Provided 
that a minimum endowment of £100,000 can be raised, the Fellowship will be administered by the Royal 
Society and BaHiol College. Donations may be sent to Peter G. Roberts, Esq., The Bursar, Balliol College, 
Oxford, England. 
G.T. Corley Smith 
DR. ROBERT SILBERGLIED 
The death of Robert Silberglied in the Washington air crash on 13 January has deprived the Galapagos 
scene of a talented and dedicated zoologist. During an association of twelve years with the islands he was 
able to bring a remarkable zest to scientific study there and to make his own significant contributions in 
the field of entomology. 
In 1970, as a graduate student at Harvard, he came to the CDRS to study mechanisms of the insect 
pollination of flowers. This extended into a broad and valuable survey of island insect faunas. In the 
Galapagos he seemed to find an environment that both captivated and inspired him; certainly, to those of 
us who knew him at that time he brought a sense of enthusiasm for his work that was wholly refreshing. 
The influence of the islands was to be profound and shaped his future career in neotropical entomology. 
From the Agassiz Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard, Bob Silberglied moved to a post as 
research scientist at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama, a position that he held when 
he died. Despite other and widening interests, he was always ready to be drawn to the Galapagos, offering 
assistance to others from his remarkable knowledge of the islands and their literature. He collaborated 
with Alan Hayes in his work on the macrolepidoptera of the Galapagos Islands, characteristically 
making available his extensive field-notes and collections that had been housed at Harvard. It is however 
for the compilation of a computerized bibliography of Galapagos literature, an herculean task that he 
undertook with Tom Simkin, that he will be particularly remembered. 
Although he made only one further, brief visit to the Galapagos Islands, he was keenly interested in the 
conservation work of the national park. His became one of the few voices that could speak authoritatively 
on the largely un assayed problems facing the terrestrial invertebrate fauna of the islands. In this capacity, 
he was one of the first to be approached as a contributor to the initial, Galapagos volume of a new series of 
books to be published on the world's Key Environments. That he was able to achieve the wide recognition 
and success he did in that brief career remains a measure of his gifts and ability. Roger Perry 
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